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In conventional medicine and life science the most important concept for life of not only energy metabolism 

of mitochondria， but also the environmental energy system and the biomechanical energy system of animals 

themselves have been completely over-looked. Introducing energy metabolism of mitochondria and 

environmental energy as well as the animals own biomechanical energy of behavior into life science and 

medicine the author has established Stomato-facial and Neuro-cranial medicine. Today， the most urgent issue 

in medicine is to rectify the confusion surrounding immunology. For this purpose， we五rsthave to know the 

entity of the intractable immune disease; then we have to disclose the causes. From these we are able to 
cure the disease. The author disclosed that intractable immune diseases are not auto-immune diseases but 

opportunistic infections or autotoxic diseases which are caused by their own non-pathogenic common 

enteromicrobes. The concept of “auto immunity" and “rebellion of leukocytes" as well 泊、elf-not-self 

immunology" is a misunderstanding of science. Leukocytes never rebel but are contaminated by 

enteromicrobes. The author has also disclosed by long-term clinical research that intractable immune 

diseases， including psychiatry and carcinoma， are severe cases of maladies which have been known ca 50 
years ago as opportunistic infections or autotoxic diseases， histiocytosis， granulomatosis， or sarcoidosis， 

which has been brought about by non-pathogenic common enteromicrobes. These diseases are caused by 

intracellular infections in various tissues or organs by means of infected granulocytes through Waldeyer' s 
lymphoadenoid tissue by mouth breathing and through GAL T by cooling the gut with cold drinks. Due to 

intracellular infection， deterioration of mitochondria in infected organ cells occurs. Therefore， at the cellular 
level， immune diseases take place due to the deterioration of mitochondria by various causes. About 40 

years ago， synthetic steroid hormones have been recognized to get immediate improvement against immune 

diseases. The causes of opportunistic infection have been changed from infection by non pathogenic 

microbes to allergy by stress of unknown origins. This is a conspiracy because steroid hormones were a 

contra-indication to be used for infectious diseases. Confusion and disordered immunology， iιself-not self 
immunology， namely not to cure maladies; have started from the concept of immune tolerance of Medawar 

and Le Douarin' s experiments. This is the issue of organ transplantation in animals and not the issue of 

immunity to maladies. Therefore， this is tissue immunity， i.e.， animalleukocytes against transplanted organ 

cells， not immunity to disease against bacteria or viruses. Once the mistaken concept of immunology has 

been completed， this new pseudo-science will exert a strong infiuence upon the treatment of immune 

diseases with mistaken therapeutic concepts. Therefore， this immunology has to be completely destroyed to 

return therapeutic medicine to its proper place for the treatment of intractable immune diseases. The most 

e宜'ectivemethod to destroy self-not self immunology is to disclose the special function of the thymus， namely 

characteristic hemopoietic organs of lymphocytes derived from branchial glands as well as the entity of 

immune tolerance， iιthe gene expression of MHC. The author disclosed that Chondrichthyes (shark)， i.民.怠e
archetype vertebrates are all in immune tolerance just like mammalian embryos， even they all have been 

verified MHC. Then， what is immune tolerance in embryos and archetype vertebrates? Their MHC is 
dormant and the genes of MHC of embryos and sharks are triggered by a six-fold increase of gravity action 

after birth as well as landing， which is converted by a six-fold increase in blood pressure in animals. 

Specialists of self-not self immunology insist that in all animals with MHC skin-grafting cannot be carried out 

because of MHC. However， the author tried skin grafting between Triakis and Heterodontus， and between 

Triakis and Xenopus and all succeeded completely. Consequently， the author tried xenogeneic 

transplantation of the cornea and of a part of the intestine from Triakis to dog， and a part of the brain from 

shark to rats. By these successful xenogeneic transplantations the author completely over-ruled the concept 

of self-not self immunology. Intractable diseases are largely categorized into following three: 1) Intractable 

immune diseases-common immune diseases 2) Mental illness-an intracellular infection in neurons defined in 

the brain. 3) Carcinoma-a mode-specific immune disease in which intracellular infection of multiple virus and 

bacterial contamination occurs， resulting in the deterioration of mitochondria by which disorder of the 

negative feedback regulation system of cell division are brought about. In conclusion， all kinds of intractable 

immune diseases， including psychiatry and carcinoma， are intracellular infections of respective organ cells 

by common enteromicrobes， therefore， they can be prevented， treated， and cured by means of energy 

control as well as adequate treatment with bifidus factor and antibiotics or antiviral agents by a proficient 

practitioner of stomato-facial and neuro-cranial medicine when the case is not too late. 
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